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ln Collaboration With:

Distributed Order Management (DOM) systems have 
become a critical platform for successful omnichannel 
commerce in retail and consumer goods companies.
At the same time, many companies are finding the 
need for new Warehouse Management Systems (WMS) 
as e-fullfillment requirements evolve.

Yet DOM is still not a well understood solution. There 
are questions about what each of these tools does and, 
more importantly, how they work together to support 
e-commerce and fulfillment.

In this Executive Brief, Kevin Hume, a vice president 
at the well-known consulting firm of Tompkins Inter-
national, and Satish Kumar, vice president at a leading 
software firm, Softeon (a provider of DOM and WMS 
solutions) together tackle a series of questions on these 
important topics:

What is Distributed Order Management?  Why 
is it so important to omnichannel fulfillment in 
retail and consumer goods?

Hume: DOM acts as the inventory system of record for 
the entire supply chain.  DOM’s objective is to locate 
the most cost-effective means to pick and ship the 
order while meeting customer service requirements.  
DOM can weigh multiple cost/service parameters and 
determine the most effective fulfillment/transportation 
method that meets your service level while minimizing 
the overall cost to fulfill the order.  DOM also provides 
the ability to perform order “splitting” and inventory balancing functions.  
DOM should be considered the core platform for successful omnichannel retailing and store fulfillment.  
It also provides a natural visibility and integration foundation for the omnichannel / uni-channel world.

Kumar: Kevin is spot-on, but there are some other factors to consider. For example, DOM often enables 
companies to technically engage omnichannel processes across different points of order, fulfillment and 
returns without the need to make changes to their underlying systems. This is part of the integration 
foundation Kevin referenced, and can greatly reduce the time and cost of automating these processes
 – and getting to market more quickly. Simple examples of this would be enabling online ordering, (cont.)
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pick up in-store, or quickly connecting new fulfillment points, such as a third-party DCs or vendor drop 
shipping.

Just as importantly, DOM enables companies to rapidly make changes to their network and order flows 
over time -  critical in the incredibly fast-paced world of omnichannel. Such functions could include 
adding logic to source from a new 3rd party DC, designating which stores will handle e-fulfillment, plus 
many more.

That DOM capability is closely related to the understanding that DOM is responsible for order orches-
tration – the automation of order-related processes or work flow, without the need for human interven-
tion. This improves supply chain execution, and reduces costs from handling these processes in a manu-
al fashion.

What is also critical for retailers is the ability to manage inventory across multiple, diverse channels. 
With the right DOM, sophisticated rules can be developed for how allocation and pooling are managed, 
factoring in current inventory, inventory in-transit, forecasts and almost infinite other factors that are 
determined by the user. These really are essential capabilities for omnichannel retailers today, and are 
typically not found in traditional order management systems or WMS.

Finally, DOM can also be used to not only optimize order fulfillment decisions, but also the inbound flow 
of goods as well, combining visibility of on-hand and in-transit inventory across the network with logic 
to determine the best place for incoming receipts to be routed, and constantly rebalancing that network 
inventory based on a variety of factors.

We already have an Order Management system – Doesn’t that mean I already have 
Distributed Order Management?

Hume: Typically, the answer is No.  Traditional Order Management applications were never intended 
to support the dynamic, fluid connections between the supply and the final delivery point that we see 
in the world of e-commerce.  Order Management systems were architected to support a fixed number 
of nodes between points.  Furthermore, traditional Order Management lacks the visibility of fulfillment 
costs and service ranges that support different nodes in the fulfillment network.  Additionally, an Order 
Management module will not have the functionality to evaluate multiple sourcing options and deter-
mine a “best way” solution. 

Order Management solutions are typically focused on supporting such needs as order entry, customer 
service functions, order status and credit checking.  DOM is more than just geo-fencing, though many 
think about it in that terms – routing orders by state / zip.  This allows decision-makers to talk them-
selves into doing it on their own, building extensions on an existing OMS and integration layer to do 
simple order routing and calling it a victory.

Kumar: Distributed Order Management was developed because existing order management systems 
cannot meet market needs for this type of functionality. Traditional order management systems (cont.)
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are focused on order processing, while DOM is focused on order fulfillment, network visibility, and pro-
cess flow. It is dynamic in nature, while traditional order management tends to more rigid in terms of 
set-up.

Order management systems also lack the powerful rules-engine foundation that is at the core of DOM 
solutions  - without which a DOM could not provide the capabilities required by retailers and others in 
omnichannel commerce.

Why can’t my WMS Wave Planning or inventory allocation functions perform the 
Distributed Order Management?

Hume:  Great question - conceptually a WMS wave planning or allocation module might perform this 
function under the assumption that the WMS location file contained ALL inventory from EVERY node in 
the supply chain.  However, it would fail when it came to evaluating the service/cost implications of the 
transportation options.  Further, it’s not feasible to assume any WMS can represent all inventory nodes 
in a modern supply chain.

Kumar: Similar to our discussion on traditional order management, WMS systems were simply built for 
a different purpose, which is to optimize operations and inventory management inside the four walls of 
a DC.

DOM was developed to provide a true extended network view, both within and outside of the corpora-
tion, such as with suppliers and 3PLs.

There is also no real notion of “cost” in wave planning or inventory allocation functions.

Specifically, what are some of the main benefits for retailers and consumer goods 
companies from a DOM adoption??

Hume:  Let’s start with Order Aggregation/Allocation. Today’s retailers typically need to capture orders 
from a multiplicity of sources and then must allocate those same orders across an equally dynamic 
range of fulfillment locations that typically include concepts such as:

• Ship/Pick Up from Store: DOM provides the ability to enable fulfillment options within the store 

• Save a Sale: DOM determines alternative fulfillment nodes when the initial allocation attempt 
            fails

• Endless Aisle: DOM orchestrates extended allocation through additional supplier, 3PL and 
            subsidiary nodes

• Soft Allocation and Inventory Management: DOM enables the ability to group/manage inventory
            across multiple channels without any physical inventory segregation within the four walls 
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Another key benefit related to order and shipment visibility is how DOM plays a critical role in custom-
er service by providing real-time visibility throughout the order lifecycle, communicating milestone 
completions and triggering exception processing as needed.

Finally, DOM can provide brand and supply chain disruption protection. Most retailers and CPG com-
panies cannot afford major disruptions to their distribution network during a peak season.  A major 
weather event or severe capacity issue at a specific node can cause significant brand damage with 
customers that can last for years.  DOM provides the flexibility to rapidly realign order sourcing rules to 
address unforeseen regional disruptions.

Kumar: That’s a good list. We’ve already talked about some of the primary benefits, such as more rapid 
support for new omnichannel strategies, reducing or eliminating the need to modify existing systems, 
and determining the lowest cost fulfillment point that meets customer service commitment and other 
potential constraints.

We’ve also talked about how DOM can provide critical flexibility to change processes or business rules, 
say, after a change to the fulfillment network - essential in the dynamic world of omnichannel com-
merce.

I can add a couple of additional benefits. We’re seeing a number of examples in which DOM is automat-
ing certain business processes that are typically being done manually. A DOM is smart - using the rules 
engine and other capabilities, it can execute many processes optimally that previously required manual 
decision-making.

An example of this is the flow optimization of inbound goods, a capability that we believe is unique 
to Softeon.  Based on the visibility to on-handle and in-transit inventory, plus forecasts, promotional 
plans, target inventory levels and more, the DOM can instantly decide where in the network inbound 
merchandise (ex. at port warehouses) should be shipped considering all those factors - then execute 
that plan.

This is something that an inventory planner may have needed to do previously. The system can now 
continually rebalance network inventories to meet needs and targets. Very powerful.

How do DOM and WMS applications work together?

Kumar: There are a couple of ways to look at that question. First, it turns out that just as many retailers 
and consumer goods companies respond to omnichannel challenges and opportunities, they find that  
they need to (1) upgrade their WMS capabilities, as they move from a distribution model based around 
store replenishment to one that supports omnichannel, with hugely different order profiles and pro-
cessing requirements, and (2) add DOM functionality.

We have an interesting case study to support this coming up.
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DOM obviously needs to be integrated with various WMS systems – whether from the same provider 
or from different ones, to achieve visibility to inventory, as well as capacities and constraints that affect 
sourcing decisions. In our experience, it is common to implement DOM in conjunction with the deploy-
ment of Softeon’s own WMS – where that integration is out-of-the-box – or with other WMS 
systems, such as a legacy WMS or the WMS a 3PL is using to service a specific company.

Finally, order processing requirements for specific customers and channels – whether that be inventory 
rules, labeling, value-added services – are often set up in the DOM and then seamlessly passed on to 
the WMS for order execution.

Hume: Tompkins is witnessing an escalating pace of DOM-multi-WMS integration scenarios. We see 
this from both retailers as well as consumer goods clients who are now enabling direct-to-customer 
fulfillment capabilities.  

In order to enable fulfillment services competitively equal to Amazon, our clients are building more 
complex fulfillment models that employ a range of alternative fulfillment nodes, such as 3PLs, pop-up 
stores, black fulfillment sites, etc. in strategic locations to meet increasingly short service levels.  DOM 
provides that “one to many” connectivity and visibility to the additional inventory nodes driven by this 
model.

Should companies implement DOM first, WMS first, or deploy them together?

Hume: DOM or WMS should always be independent of the other go-live. The typical best practice is to 
work through the stabilization of order orchestration [DOM] before bringing up a new facility or WMS.
By launching both DOM/WMS at once, a company must solve the order orchestration issues at the 
same time it may need to re-direct volume to the other fulfillment points due to WMS issues. 

We usually plan to bring DOM on-line first because it enables a reliable mechanism to re-route / scale 
order volumes down/up as we deploy the new WMS.  Also, in the event we do have a WMS issue at 
the new facility, the DOM can be used to quickly re-direct fulfillment to an alternative location until the 
issues are resolved (making sure sufficient inventory is already in place to support this go-live contin-
gency).  

There may be instances when it may make sense to bring up the WMS first - but almost never WMS 
and DOM concurrently.  The only exception to this rule is for companies that capture, manage and 
fulfill orders from a common enterprise platform or ERP that does not logically and systematically sep-
arate order management and distribution functions.  It may be impracticable or too risky to separate 
these functions in the host to allow separate WMS and DOM deployments.

Kumar: We agree.  One thing to consider is the degree of “throw-away” integration required with ERP 
and legacy WMS. With that being said, for risk mitigation and to minimize disruptions, generally you 
should implement DOM first and then WMS.

(cont.)
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The delay does not have to be long, however. The two projects can be set-up for implementation in 
parallel - it is just the matter of when you “flip the switch.” If the new DOM system and processes 
stabilize quickly, then we have generally seen that the WMS can go live just a few weeks later. 

Of course, if the WMS is for a new facility that must go live by a certain date, then that may change the 
equation, but all you need is to work through the sequencing. Rarely would you go live with both at 
once, but the delay from one to the next does not have to be months.

Are there any examples of DOM-WMS success in retail/consumer goods that you can 
discuss?

Kumar: We’ve had one very good success partnering with Tompkins at a major internet retailer that is 
rapidly expanding to a network of physical stores.

The company first thought it needed a new WMS to support store replenishment – and it did – but 
learned what it really needed was to start with DOM to achieve rapid omnichannel technical enable-
ment and optimally fulfill from its own DC, third party DCs, and its growing store network.

This company is also doing the optimization of the inbound flow of goods from the port using the 
DOM system that I discussed above, and has very successfully implemented Softeon WMS after the 
DOM deployment.

Hume: I’ll reference another rapidly growing consumer goods company that has also implemented 
Softeon’s DOM and is in the process of implementing the WMS.

The interesting thing here was that the need for DOM here was primarily to support drop shipping 
from hundreds of suppliers for orders placed on the company’s website as well as other retail web 
sites.

DOM was able to facilitate this drop-ship process and integration with the vendors in a very short 
period of time.

What are some keys to DOM success?

Hume: I can think of a couple of keys. First, having an up-to-date network design and inventory deploy-
ment model, as well as sufficient up-front functional and technical requirements gathering. You need 
to understand where you will deploy specific SKU categories and velocities along with the tradeoffs 
between order splitting and maintaining a wider selection of inventory by region.

Second, being prepared for re-balancing inventory. Once you create the ability to allocate from multi-
ple nodes you must stay on top of how that inventory is consumed/replenished.  You’re going to need 
dynamic planning and replenishment tools to ensure you don’t wind up with critical inventory stranded 
in more costly fulfillment regions.

(cont.)
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(cont.)

Kumar:  It is critical to really understand your business in detail, and in the world of omnichannel 
commerce, that is rarely a one-person job. It’s a bit of a cliche, but certainly with DOM, you truly need 
a strong cross-functional team to design how DOM-based processes can - and should - work in a given 
environment. 

Also, focus on solving the most pressing needs and opportunities first, and don’t try to address all of 
them in the first pass. You can get more granular and nuanced in the business rules over time – an 
example of this might be how you treat network constraints. Also, recognize that there will be a learn-
ing curve that will lead you to change some of the rules over time, as you see the strategies play out.

How do I get started?

Hume: Considering the substantial costs related to adding fulfillment nodes and additional inventory, 
a detailed network design and pilot or incremental approach to expanding the network is always a 
prudent first step when deploying DOM.  For retailers, store based fulfillment is typically low-hanging 
fruit to promote stranded inventory on alternative channels and to preserve margin.

Another component of getting started is a clear understanding of the future direction of your fulfill-
ment network and inventory / channel strategy.  Some examples of these considerations would include: 
What inventory channels and how many velocity levels will be maintained in those additional inventory 
nodes?  What is the strategy for planning and re-balancing inventory once DOM goes into production?  
How will in-transit inventory be considered for allocation?  Will you support parcel fulfillment at the 
store level, drive customer pick-up at the store or both? Will you leverage drop-ship capabilities from 
suppliers?

Kumar:  It’s really no different than how you would proceed with any other system. Identify your 
needs, map as-is and to-be processes, and identify operational and financial goals. But also focus on 
getting educated – there is much new information here. Work with companies that can show you ex-
amples of how a DOM-WMS combination is delivering results for other retailers and consumer goods 
companies.

Any final thoughts?

Hume: DOM functionality is the critical element that ensures the optimal combination of customer 
service level and fulfillment cost efficiency at the top line.  There are many other enabling features  - 
save a sale, endless aisle, store fulfillment - that are also critical to success in the ongoing growth of 
e-commerce fulfillment.  Organizations must embrace DOM as the future - the single version of truth - 
in executing inventory and fulfillment decisions.

Kumar: DOM has emerged as an essential tool in achieving omnichannel success, and that has 
happened recently, over just a relatively short period of time.
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We still find that companies don’t often understand DOM at a deep level – it’s really such a new 
application compared to say a WMS – so our recommendation is to keep an open mind and work
with companies like Tompkins and ourselves to learn all the capabilities and roles DOM can play to help 
companies achieve their objectives and attain a competitive advantage. 

WMS is changing to meet the demands of this new omnichannel world, where optimizing order fulfill-
ment is essential to maximize productivity and turn a profit in e-commerce channels.

About Tompkins International

Tompkins International is a supply chain consulting and implementation firm that maximizes supply 
chain performance and value creation. We enable clients to be more profitable and valuable, while 
also becoming more agile, flexible, and adaptive to the marketplace. Tompkins collaborates with client 
teams to develop improved operations strategies, supply chain planning, and execution across all the 
Mega Processes of supply chains (PLAN-BUY-MAKE-MOVE-DISTRIBUTE-SELL). Tompkins is headquar-
tered in Raleigh, NC and has offices throughout North America and in Europe and Asia.

Tompkins International has worked in more than 30 countries on six continents. We have offices in 
North America, Asia and Europe, with global headquarters in Raleigh, North Carolina.

About Softeon

Softeon is a global provider of supply chain solutions from planning through execution. Our modern 
platform is engineered to reduce complex problems into simple solutions for a faster time to market 
and lower cost of ownership. Users can implement solutions incrementally to solve a specific challenge 
or deploy an integrated system. Configurable modules and rules-based solutions give market leaders 
the business agility they need to get ahead and stay ahead. Companies choose the flexibility and ease-
of-use of the Softeon platform to drive higher business value and accelerate ROI. Deployment options 
include on-premise or in the cloud. For more information, please visit www.softeon.com.
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